Denizens of the Wild

Brilliant film studies of happy animal captives from many lands
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"DENIZENS OF THE WILD" ranks as EXHIBITORS’ FEATURE QUOTA

"DENIZENS OF THE WILD" is a companion picture to the tremendously popular Ratcliffe Holmes production, "Animal Wonderland."

It is an equally brilliant photographic survey of many other wild animals from all the corners of the earth, enjoying almost perfect freedom in the vast domain of the Zoological Society of London, at Whipsnade, yet beyond the ken of all but a small minority of cinema patrons.

There is that exceptionally rare and quaint creature, the okapi, the last of Africa’s strange creatures to be discovered by Europeans, and its near relative, the giraffe. There are llamas from Peru; yaks from Tibet; tapirs from Brazil; camels and dromedaries from Arabia; an Indian elephant that does conjuring tricks; the capybara, the world’s largest rodent, from South America, the Indian rhinoceros—“tank” of the animal world, and others.

Last, but not least, there are Gus and Josephine, the performing sea-lions, the last word in aquatic grace and agility, and stars of a high-diving and fish-catching “act” which is a miracle of speed and timing.

The brilliance of the photography is unsurpassed, and the accompanying narrative, in the preparation of which the producer enjoyed the collaboration of the Zoological Society’s experts, is on a par with it. With charming Elsa Tée to assist him—in the role of daughter—asking just those questions which would occur to anyone not an expert zoologist, Ratcliffe Holmes contrives to impart a great deal of absorbingly interesting information with a whimsical charm which is delightful, and never for one moment lacking in entertainment.

This is a picture which all patrons, adults and children, and especially animal lovers, will thoroughly enjoy.

CATCHLINES

Learn a little—laugh a lot.

Strange creatures that will amaze you—an absorbing interest film.

The animal picture with a difference; enthralling and amusing film fare.

Sea-lions, elephants, giraffes and other wild animals parade for your entertainment!
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Narrative based on facts supplied by the ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
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